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Abstract

Few figures loom larger in the early history of recorded sound than Enrico Caruso. Man and voice
are ubiquitous in the making of gramophone markets, and conspicuous, too, as means of schol-
arly explanation by which a sound medium was born. In sound studies, Caruso has become a
cipher for ‘audile technique’ (Jonathan Sterne’s coinage), the bodily practices by which listeners
came to engage musical media as something for their ears alone. This article inquires after what
made Caruso a reproducible person. It portrays him as a singer celebrity deeply involved in his
own reproduction through the media of caricature, sculpture, film and opera house. Through
analysis of Caruso’s productions for New York’s Italian diaspora and farther afield, it argues
that an ensemble of media meant he was reproduced beyond familiar, cosmopolitan circuits of
operatic celebrity. Finally, it shows how politics of celebrity reproduction were transformed fol-
lowing Caruso’s death, through the writing of history, into new imaginations and techniques for
listening.
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Even now widely considered the world’s greatest tenor, Enrico Caruso was the most fam-
ous Italian alive in the early twentieth century.1 Such notoriety is not, though, the only
reason he receives attention: he was also the singer, or so the story goes, whose voice
made listeners believe in, and pay for, music on record. This aspect of his biography flour-
ished in the years after his death in 1921. In an early issue of The Gramophone – the first
British publication aimed at consumers of recorded music – editor Compton Mackenzie
wrote:

If you are anxious to test the measure of Caruso’s vitality, consider what he has
meant to the gramophone. He made it what it is. For years in the minds of nearly
everybody there were records, and there were Caruso records. He impressed his per-
sonality through the medium of his recorded voice on kings and peasants. Everybody
might not possess a Caruso record, but everybody wanted to possess one, and a uni-
versal appeal such as his voice made cannot be sneered away by anybody. People did
not really begin to buy gramophones until the appearance of the Caruso records gave
them an earnest of the gramophone’s potentialities.2

© The Author(s), 2022. Published by Cambridge University Press. This is an Open Access article, distributed under the terms of
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1 Vanity Fair nominated Caruso to their ‘Hall of Fame’ alongside Eleftherios Venizelos, a leader of Greek
national independence, ‘as the best-known singer of our time’; see Vanity Fair (December 1916), 52.

2 Compton Mackenzie, ‘Gramophone Celebrities IV: Enrico Caruso’, The Gramophone (July 1924), 45–7.
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By 1952 the idea that Caruso unleashed the power that created a musical medium was
commonplace, so much so that the journal Life could refresh its readers’ memory in
the following terms: ‘So great was Caruso’s prestige, even then, that the phonograph auto-
matically became socially accepted.’3 Over the decades since, this idea of Caruso’s histor-
ical influence over listeners has been revived time and time again.4

The notion is alive and well in the twenty-first century, as scholars across the human-
ities have started to re-examine sound reproduction technologies and the question of
what made listeners pay attention to them.5 In one of the most thorough accounts of
Caruso’s aural attraction, historian David Suisman notes that his personality was in active
synergy with an emerging star system that lured listeners to the gramophone industry.6

Furthermore, Suisman argues that the singer became an early mass media celebrity
because his recordings were blessed with a highly distinctive, ‘manly’ voice: listeners
could recognise him by sound alone and then associate that sound with a celebrity per-
sona, perhaps even awakening a desire to be similarly recognised (Suisman notes an early
twentieth-century cult of personality in North America that gave rise to countless man-
uals on how to become one’s own ‘personal brand’ through dress, comportment and
voice).7 By such means, Caruso is said to have instigated a wave of consumption in gramo-
phones and discs, particularly among the middle classes, and set in motion a series of
events with far-reaching consequences for the development of the music industry. He
provided, according to this narrative, an early demonstration of the fact that a sung per-
formance could be mechanically reproduced while retaining the acoustic signature of the
performer’s vocal emissions.

Suisman gives new depth to an old example by exploring Caruso’s role in recruiting
gramophone listeners by means of the broader dynamics of celebrity at play within the
North American mediascape. However, his book leaves Caruso’s well-known identity as
an Italian in the United States largely unexplored.8 In a more recent treatment of the
‘first Neapolitan star’, Simona Frasca explains how the Italian diaspora of which he was
part shaped his celebrity, in part through recordings.9 As well as many Italian and
some French operatic numbers, and a few popular songs in English, Caruso recorded
several Neapolitan songs (sung in his Neapolitan mother tongue), beginning this strand
of his repertory in the early 1910s, the peak years of mainly southern Italian working-
class emigrants arriving in the United States.10 Frasca suggests that these recordings
circulated widely among New York’s colonia – the term used by elite Italians to refer to
Little Italy – providing an important vector to Caruso’s surging celebrity. This tranche
of consumers was drawn to Caruso by contemporary politics: in the context of
settler-colonial racism, which framed Neapolitans as ‘darker’ than white Americans,
Caruso provided a positive image of the southern emigrant by calling on Italy’s

3 Robert Wallace, ‘First it Said “Mary”: The Phonograph is Celebrating its 75th Year’, Life (17 November 1952),
87–102.

4 See, for example, Evan Eisenberg, The Recording Angel: Music, Records and Culture from Aristotle to Zappa, 2nd
edn (New Haven, 2005), 121.

5 See especially Karen Henson, ‘Au début de l’enregistrement sonore (1877–1906): exotisme, opéra et science-
fiction’, in L’altérité en spectacle, 1789–1918, ed. Nathalie Coutelet and Isabelle Moindroit (Rennes, 2015), 331–42.

6 David Suisman, Selling Sounds: The Commercial Revolution in American Music (Cambridge, MA, 2007), 125–50.
7 Suisman, Selling Sounds, 137–9.
8 Suisman has discussed Caruso’s Italian identity elsewhere, but not in relation to sound reproduction tech-

nology; see David Suisman, ‘Welcome to the Monkey House: Enrico Caruso and the First Celebrity Trial of the
Twentieth Century’, The Believer (1 June 2004), 15–20.

9 Simona Frasca, Italian Birds of Passage: The Diaspora of Neapolitan Musicians in New York (New York, 2014), 39–76.
10 On the broader context of Neapolitan records in the United States, see Giuliana Fugazzotto, Sta terra nun fa

pi mia: i dischi a 78 giri e la vita in America degli emigranti italiani nel primo Novecento (Udine, 2010).
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prestigious operatic heritage.11 To put this another way, his records enabled an
assimilationist dream of acceptance within US society without any loss of Neapolitan
identity.

Suisman and Frasca offer important reappraisals of Caruso’s relationship with the
gramophone: not only as the product of celebrity fascination among white middle-class
society but also catering to the desire for ‘whitening’ among the southern Italian diaspora
in the United States.12 Both elements of historical explanation are called forth by the
present-day scholarly agendas and take on new significance in an age of sound studies.
Here the Caruso story insistently raises a problem of historical narration: how to explain
the arrival of a moment when ‘music’ placed on ‘record’ engaged listeners en masse for
the first time. His gramophone career has come to stand for the early growth of a con-
sumer reflex, one that ultimately led – by way of tape, vinyl and server farms – to the
micro-monetisation of music in the present day.

In this article, I revisit the Caruso-plus-disc narrative, in particular to track its evolu-
tion in the history of listening. I will argue that the singer could be said to make a ‘new
musical consumer’, along with a new medium for sound, only after his death. As my first,
long quotation from Compton Mackenzie might begin to suggest, the origin story about
listeners-beginning-to-attend took hold a few years after the tenor’s disappearance
from the world. These new stories attributed grandiose powers to Caruso’s voice to
make musical media, yet (paradoxically) denied the singer any agency in his own repro-
duction: he became the gramophone industry’s unwitting rainmaker, whose voice just so
happened to resonate with technologies and listeners of the past.13 By contrast, in revisit-
ing Caruso’s life and death through the lens of discs, I will try to reconstruct his agency in
his reproduction as a political negotiation. More broadly, I want to show how Caruso’s
death has lent force to those who, following Mackenzie’s lead, make claims about the singer’s
influence over gramophone listeners of yesteryear, even as his many entanglements with the
Italian diaspora are routinely forgotten. In other words, my larger aim will be to track the
aural habits of mind that Caruso’s discs have helped to create over time, while exploring a
more multi-sensory, more distributed imagination of voice/listening c.1900.

Voice of gold and bronze

Caruso was born in Naples in 1873 to a working-class family. His father was a metal mech-
anic, a trade he encouraged his son to follow, apprenticing him at an early age to a factory
that made (probably) bronze water fountains for the city. His mother, a cleaner, insisted
Caruso attend school in the evenings, where he sang in a cathedral choir and studied tech-
nical drawing.14 Caruso’s operatic breakthrough came in his early twenties at Naples’s
relatively small Teatro Nuovo, with a minor role in Mario Morelli’s L’amico Francesco

11 See Davide Ceriani, ‘Opera as Social Agent: Fostering Italian Identity at the Metropolitan Opera House
During the Early Years of Guilio Gatti-Casazza’s Management, 1908–1910’, in Music, Longing, and Belonging:
Articulations of the Self and the Other in the Musical Realm, ed. Magdalena Waligórska (Newcastle upon Tyne,
2013), 114–34. See also Anita Pesce, ‘The Neapolitan Sound Goes Around: Mechanical Music Instruments,
Talking Machines, and Neapolitan Song, 1850–1925’, in Neapolitan Postcards: The Canzone Napoletana as
Transnational Subject, ed. Goffredo Plastino and Joseph Sciorra (London, 2016), 45–72; and Paolo Prato, ‘The
Good, the Bad and the Ugly: Transatlantic Stereotypes, 1880s–1950s’, in Neapolitan Postcards, ed. Plastino and
Sciorra, 183–208.

12 Frasca, Italian Birds of Passage, 73–6.
13 Thomas Russell Ybarra, Caruso: The Man of Naples and the Voice of Gold (New York, 1953).
14 These childhood memories were recalled during a series of interviews with Caruso’s first biographer in

the years before his death; see Pierre Van Rensselaer Key and Bruno Zirato, Enrico Caruso: A Biography (Boston,
1922), 17.
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(1894).15 The opera was bankrolled by the little-known composer and performed perhaps
only twice.16 Nevertheless, the event provided a launchpad: a number of engagements
followed, both in Italy and abroad. Before the nineteenth century was over, Caruso had
appeared in Rome, Cairo, St Petersburg, Moscow and Buenos Aires.17

Near the end of 1900, Caruso sang for the first time at Milan’s Teatro alla Scala, opening
the new season in Italy’s most prestigious opera house. It was an important milestone,
drawing further international attention. In January 1902, after observing Caruso perform
in Milan, a representative from London’s Gramophone Company invited him to record ten
numbers – an invitation that Caruso, perhaps reluctantly, accepted.18 The recording ses-
sion took place a few hundred metres from La Scala: at the Hotel Milan where, famously,
Giuseppe Verdi had died the previous year. Caruso recorded some well-known tunes –
notably ‘Questa o quella’ and ‘Celeste Aida’, staples by the recently deceased Verdi,
perhaps intended as an homage; but his selection came largely from operas composed
in recent years, including the aria ‘Studenti, udite!’ from Alberto Franchetti’s Germania,
which had premiered at La Scala only the previous month. In other words, his earliest
repertoire envisioned the gramophone as a medium both for archiving the canon and
for broadcasting and advertising more recent operas.19

What induced Caruso to record, where other opera singers had refused the
Gramophone Company’s offers? The issue has been deeply pondered, giving rise to a
potent mythology of its own.20 As well as the cash, it is likely that the promise of fame
provided an important incentive. But perhaps his familiarity with metals played a sup-
porting role. Caruso’s early experiences in constructing water fountains meant that,
unlike many contemporary performers, he was primed to understand the processes by
which wax moulds were cast. In the Hotel Milan, Caruso’s voice was engraved in a wax
master that would later, in a Gramophone Company factory, be coated in copper and
then nickel – progressively harder-wearing metals – through electroplating. The goal
was to convert vocal etchings into tough ‘stampers’, which would resist pressure when
pressed into a shellac mixture heated by steam.

It was in part due to his Milanese discs that Caruso came to New York’s Metropolitan
Opera House for the first time in 1903. The Met’s director, Heinrich Conried, heard of
Caruso’s growing reputation in New York on a talent-scouting trip to Paris that summer,
but did not listen to him sing ‘live’: he invited Caruso to join his company in New York on
the strength of elite word of mouth, along with the testimony of those recordings the
tenor had made the previous year.21 For Conried, this endorsement provided by record-
ings would have been something of a novelty in the multi-stage rigmarole of selecting
and hiring opera singers, offering him a further guarantee of Caruso’s good voice.
What is more, discs called attention to the singer’s increasing circulation on an inter-
national opera circuit; they marked an empty space in which he could be imagined,
and perhaps desired in a new way.

15 Key and Zirato, Enrico Caruso, 47.
16 Enrico Caruso Jr. and Andrew Farkas, Enrico Caruso: My Father and My Family (Portland, OR, 1990), 32.
17 Caruso Jr. and Farkas, Enrico Caruso: My Father and My Family, 655–9.
18 Peter Martland, ‘Caruso’s First Recordings: Myth and Reality’, Association for Recorded Sound Collections Journal

25 (1994), 192–201.
19 On a contemporary means of opera broadcast, see Melissa Van Drie, ‘Hearing Through the Théâtrophone:

Sonically Constructed Spaces and Embodied Listening in the late Nineteenth-Century French Theatre’, Sound
Effects 5 (2016), 73–90.

20 Martland, ‘Caruso’s First Recordings’, 198–200.
21 Montrose J. Moses, The Life of Heinrich Conried (New York, 1916), 193; see also Key and Zirato, Enrico Caruso,

181.
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But many more agents were involved in the reproduction of Caruso’s increasingly fam-
ous voice. For example, ahead of his arrival in New York, his contract was negotiated by
Pasquale Simonelli, a banker.22 Simonelli was himself a relatively new arrival in North
America, having migrated from Naples in 1897 to try his luck among New York’s
Italian elite – first as a language tutor and librarian, then as a clerk at the Italian
Savings Bank.23 He was well suited to Caruso’s purpose: in addition to his Neapolitan cre-
dentials, he was a member of the Republican Party and had acquired other useful connec-
tions in the United States. Despite initial misgivings about the contract Simonelli created,
Caruso was eventually deeply grateful to the banker – so much so that he gave Simonelli a
gold medallion, engraved with the words ‘per ricordo’ (‘to remember me by’).24

These personalised gold coins involve overlapping themes in Caruso’s New York
sojourn. He already knew about metal work, of course; and the minting of medallions
was customary for well-to-do personages across the long nineteenth century, functioning
as both presents and souvenirs.25 But Caruso did something different: he produced very
small, inexpensive imprints of himself that could be more freely distributed. He even
imported the practice into the recording studio, as his first biographer, Pierre Van
Rensselaer Key, recorded shortly after Caruso’s death: ‘Often he came to the recording
laboratory with little souvenirs for members of staff and the orchestra; and once he
brought each of them a gold medallion with a bas-relief of his head on one side.’26

These mini-souvenirs complemented the making of discs – the one a mould of his profile,
the other his voice – bringing two related modes of reproduction into contact. Taken
together, they can mark what we might call Caruso’s agency in his own reproduction,
representing the value he attached to personal replication. Doled out at the recording stu-
dio, these coins symbolically repaid a debt to musicians and laboratory technicians in
helping reproduce his voice; at the same time, they actively enlisted their recipients’ ser-
vices (and good opinions) as workers, further enhancing his celebrity personality.

Circulation

The Simonelli medallion and its replicas present Caruso at the fulcrum of interlocking cir-
culations: as a singer ascending through a cosmopolitan opera circuit, but also as a famous
Neapolitan in transit to and from an elite Italian community of bankers, doctors and opera-
goers in New York. These areas of circulation were not wholly separate. Many people,
including musicians and opera singers, belonged to both, and Caruso benefitted from com-
manding audiences already familiar with (or interested in) opera while also calling on eth-
nic pride from the Italian diaspora.27 Yet his celebrity was the product not only of the
combination between these two sets of listeners but also of productive tensions between
them: tensions that supercharged Caruso’s circulation through a clash of political interests.

22 Moses, The Life of Heinrich Conried, 193.
23 Key and Zirato, Enrico Caruso, 170–2.
24 The Simonelli medallion has resurfaced online in a blurry image; see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Pasquale_Simonelli (accessed 13 February 2020).
25 On another commemorative medal, presented to (rather than by) an opera singer, see Flora Willson, ‘Classic

Staging: Pauline Viardot and the 1859 Orphėe Revival’, Cambridge Opera Journal 22 (2010), 301–26.
26 Key and Zirato, Enrico Caruso, 289. These ‘little souvenirs’ may have taken the form of a gold pendant meas-

uring 3cm across; one such object was so described on Ebay in 2013: https://community.ebay.com/t5/Archive-
Coins-Paper-Money/Does-anyone-Recognize-this-Old-Solid-Gold-Coin-Just-1-Time/td-p/3108354 (accessed 13
February 2020).

27 Frasca, Italian Birds of Passage, 17–37. See also Larry Hamberlin, Tin Pan Opera: Operatic Novelty Songs in the
Ragtime Era (Oxford, 2011), 48; and Ceriani, ‘Opera as Social Agent’, 114–34.
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Consider the most well-known anecdote about Caruso: the so-called Monkey House
Incident of 1906, in which he was accused of sexually harassing a woman who then van-
ished before the trial.28 On 16 November he was arrested in (or near) the primate house of
New York’s Central Park Zoo on the charge of ‘annoying women’, specifically a young
woman called Hannah Graham.29 The day after the arrest, the New York Police
Department held a press conference in which the arresting officer revealed some intimate
particulars:

[Caruso] wore a single-breasted overcoat, with a cane stuck upright in the pocket. His
hands were in his pockets, and I never could make out … just how he used them to
such annoyance, for he never took them out. After arresting him on Friday evening I
examined the coat, and found that there was a slit in one of the pockets. Through this
he could reach out a hand through the buttoned space.30

Two days later, another press conference was held at the Metropolitan Opera. Caruso was
present but Conried spoke on his behalf, reading out a prepared statement that declared
the tenor’s innocence. As Caruso looked on, Conried re-enacted the scene, later described
in the Washington Post:

One of the reporters played ‘Mrs. Graham’. Mr. Conried put both his hands in his
pockets, looked at an imaginary monkey up near the wainscoting, and brushed gently
against the reporter, instantly bowed and moved over toward the corner of the
room.31

Except for a few remarks in French – Caruso could neither speak nor understand English, a
fact that later became important to his defence – the singer remained silent; others spoke
about him and on his behalf.

When Caruso arrived at Yorkville Magistrates Court a few days later, the room was
packed with around six hundred people, including several prominent operagoers; there
were a thousand more on the staircase outside.32 According to the New York Times,
those present could be divided into ‘Italians’, who shouted Viva Caruso!, and
‘Americans’, who hissed.33 The legal proceedings opened with a shock for the defence:
the public prosecutor – and former police chief – James A. Mathot produced fresh allega-
tions. Caruso had harassed not only Graham in the primate house but several others

28 Ruth Baurle, ‘Caruso’s Sin in the Fiendish Park: “The Possible Was the Improbable and the Improbable the
Inevitable”’, James Joyce Quarterly 38 (2000), 125–42; see also Suisman, ‘Welcome to the Monkey House’.

29 One of the earliest reports of Caruso’s arrest, appearing in the New York Times on 17 November, gave a
contradictory account of where the arrest took place; ‘Signor Caruso, Tenor, Arrest in the Zoo’, New York
Times (17 November 1906), 1.

30 ‘Police Add to Charges Against Signor Caruso’, New York Times (18 November 1906), 1. Such slits were a com-
mon features of gentlemen’s overcoats at this time; see Baurle, ‘Caruso’s Sin in the Fiendish Park’, 129.

31 ‘Conried Aids Caruso’, Washington Post (20 November 1906), 3; for an even more elaborate account of
Conried’s re-enactment, see ‘Caruso May Sue City If Case Is Not Approved’, New York Times (20 November
1906), 3.

32 ‘Caruso in Court; Case Not Ended’, New York Times (22 November 1906), 1; see ‘Caruso on Stand’, Washington
Post (22 November 1906), 1, 4.

33 ‘Caruso in Court; Case Not Ended’, 1; the New York Times described onlookers present in court differently
from the Washington Post. The former reported there were ‘a few women’, but that the crowd was ‘overwhelm-
ingly’ Italian and male; see ‘Caruso in Court; Case Not Ended’. The Washington Post estimated there were 600 peo-
ple squeezed into the 200-seat courtroom, many of whom were female and regular operagoers including a party
of sixteen ‘girls’ from the ‘Normal [Hunter] College’ and several prominent women from outside New York, resi-
dent at local hotels. See ‘Caruso on Stand’, 1 and 4.
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elsewhere: two ‘respectable’ women, a ‘colored lady’ and two girls.34 Graham did not
appear at any point during the trial, and part of Caruso’s defence was that no such person
existed; the police, it claimed, were unwilling to produce the key witness for fear of expos-
ing a long-standing scam in which they were actively implicated.35 However, the police
did produce another female victim who alleged that Caruso sexually harassed her, and
so attempted to establish a history of abuse. This new witness entered the court covered
in a heavy white veil and never spoke, nor was her name ever revealed. As she uncovered
her face, Mathot asked Caruso (through an interpreter): ‘Do you recognize this woman?’
Caruso said he did not. Mathot went on to ask whether Caruso had once leaned against
this woman’s back in the Met’s standing section during the second act of Wagner’s
Parsifal. Caruso again answered ‘no’; the defence objected that Mathot was firing off ques-
tions ‘simply to get into the newspapers’. The magistrate refused permission for Mathot
to call a second, again anonymous witness, whom, it was suggested, Caruso had abused at
a horse show.

Mathot’s strategy in calling female witnesses was to distract from Caruso’s initial accu-
ser’s non-appearance, while presenting a larger context for the singer’s supposed actions
in the monkey house: the very real problem of sexual harassment in New York, which
Mathot smoothly combined with nativist fear of male immigrants.36 Eliding the enormous
differences between elite and working-class Italians in New York (the latter being the pri-
mary targets of nativist fear), Mathot singled out the wealthy Italians who had come to
court to support Caruso during his closing address:

I am not here as a representative of the Police Department or as a defender of [the
arresting officer], but I am here in the name of decency, and I ask, in the names of
our wives and of our children and of every honest man in the community, that you
give a decision that will impress on these misfit wretches, these perverts, the fact
that they cannot insult honest women on our highways as they strive to do.37

Mathot’s insult provoked an outcry from the gallery. Nonetheless, the following day, the
magistrate returned to declare Caruso guilty, sentencing him to a fine of a $10 (although
sparing him severer punishments of imprisonment or hard labour).

In recalling in some detail this notorious episode from Caruso’s early years in
New York, I want to underline the manner in which he was represented: the heightened
theatricality that extended from the trial to its extensive newspaper coverage, which rev-
elled in playing off Caruso’s distinct personas as an opera singer, on the one hand, and as
Italian in New York, on the other, against one another. The fact that Caruso did not speak
English well and often spoke through interpreters was somehow crucial: it prompted
Conried’s re-enactment of the crime; journalists scanned his face for signs he compre-
hended what was being said about him, remarking on his apparent boredom in constantly
twirling his moustache.38 The tenor’s muteness called attention to his physical presence,

34 Caruso’s lawyer, ex-judge A.J. Dittenhoeffer, wanted the new allegations ruled out, but the magistrate
included the new plaintiffs, noting that the registered charge was for ‘annoying women’ (rather than one
woman in particular). ‘Caruso in Court; Case Not Ended’, 2.

35 Dittenhoeffer argued that the police routinely used women to ensnare wealthy men at the zoo, extorting
money from them to avoid the scandal of arrest; see ‘Caruso Convicted But Will Appeal’, New York Times (24
November 1906), 1. However, Graham (not her real name) was tracked down by a journalist a week after the
trial ended; Bauerle, ‘Caruso’s Sin in the Fiendish Park’, 134.

36 Kerry Segrave, Beware the Masher: Sexual Harassment in American Public Places, 1880–1930 (Jefferson, NC, 2014),
156–72.

37 ‘Caruso Convicted But Will Appeal’, 2.
38 ‘Caruso on Stand’, 1; and ‘Caruso in Court; Case Not Ended’, 1.
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creating an amusing distinction between his putatively transgressive body and his famous
voice. His silence mirrored that of the veiled woman presented by the prosecution: she,
too, became a mute body in the courtroom, the object of endless speculation and chatter.

Caruso did, however, have an opportunity to respond a few months later, when he
began working as a caricaturist for the Italian-language satirical newspaper La Follia di
New York (The Madness of New York). In January 1907, the newspaper’s editor invited
Caruso to cover the annual banquet of the New York Camera del Commercio. He dutifully
drew prominent men in attendance – diplomats, ambassadors, aristocrats and newspaper
editors – and his efforts were published shortly afterwards on the front page: pairs of tux-
edoed figures occupied the corners, while the caricaturist himself featured at the centre
(his hands inside his much-discussed pockets). According to the caption, Caruso stared
menacingly at a certain ‘Cavaliere “M”! A mystery!’39 In veiled language, although easy
to decipher for an Italian readership apprised of recent events, Caruso represented him-
self as sending a mock-vengeful glance in Mathot’s direction.

Following this debut as a caricaturist, Caruso supplied drawings for La Follia on a
weekly basis for much of the rest of his life. Mainly featuring lawyers, businessmen
and musicians in New York, although occasionally also famous women, these sketches
were for the most part mild in their satire, largely serving to flatter prominent people
in the colonia and its orbit. The tenor’s secondary vocation became well known beyond
the North American Italian press, and was soon monumentalised in a bilingual, luxury
edition spearheaded by La Follia’s editorial team. The books generated advance
demand, as revealed by the following ‘Letter to the Editor’, which appeared on the
front page of La Follia in 1907:

Dear Sir, I have received the three copies of ‘Follia’ I requested, in which I admired
the splendid caricatures by Caruso. Caruso is a wonderful man. A few days ago, I saw
an advert for the ‘Book of Caruso’ but the price ($50) put me off. If in said book there
were SOME ORIGINAL SKETCHES DRAWN BY HIS OWN HAND, then I can see why it would have such
great value.

I do not know Enrico Caruso, nor had I ever heard him sing (an unpardonable
error) before the last season; but, having to judge from the public that goes to the
Metropolitan Opera House, I must infer that he has many admirers and is very popu-
lar, more popular than one would think. AND THIS DESPITE ALL THE GOSSIP SPREAD ABOUT HIM

LAST WINTER – WHICH, NEEDLESS TO SAY, I NEVER BELIEVED.
With pleasure, I send you the two dollars for a year’s subscription to ‘Follia’. THERE

IS NO PRICE NOT WORTH PAYING FOR A NEWSPAPER THAT HAS THE HONOUR TO PUBLISH ORIGINAL SKETCHES BY

THE GREAT TENOR ENRICO CARUSO.40

39 The partly legible, handwritten caption below Caruso’s self-caricature reads: ‘GUARDA CON [VISO?] TORVO UN CERTO

CAVAGLIERE “M”! MISTERO!’ La Follia di New York (17 February 1907), 1. Microform held at the New York Public Library,
call no. ZAN-7336 1907.

40 “Caro Signore, Ho ricevuto le tre copie della “Follia” richieste, sulle quali ho ammirato le splendide carica-
ture di Caruso. Caruso è un uomo meraviglioso. Ho letto pochi giorni fa l’avviso del ‘Libro di Caruso’ ma il prezzo
($50) mi ha impaurita. Se nel detto libro ci fosse QUALCHE SCHIZZO ORIGINALE ESEGUITO DALLA SUA PROPRIA MANO, allora sì che
avrebbe avuto un gran valore. Io non conosco Enrico Caruso, né lo avevo mai udito cantare (imperdonabile
errore) prima dell’ultima stagione; ma, dovendo giudicare dal pubblico che va al “Metropolitan Opera House”
debbo arguire ch’egli ha molti ammiratori e che è popolarissimo, più popolare di quanto si crederebbe. A

DISPETTO DI TUTTE LE DICERIE DIVULGATE SUL SUO CONTO NELLO SCORSO INVERNO ED ALLE QUALI – È INUTILE DIRLO – IO NON HO MAI

CREDUTO. Con piacere vi mando i due dollari per un anno di abbonamento alla “Follia”. NON C’È PREZZO SUFFICIENTE A

PAGARE UN GIORNALE CHE HA L’ONORE DI PUBBLICARE DEGLI SCHIZZI ORIGINALI ESEGUITI DAL GRANDE TENORE ENRICO CARUSO. Vostra
Dev.ma MISS HELEN WESTON.’ ‘Il tenore Caruso, caricaturista: una lettera d’una signorina americana’, La Follia di
New York (1 June 1907), 1.
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This letter was signed by Helen Weston, introduced by the paper as a ‘signorina ameri-
cana’ who has ‘perfect knowledge of our language’. The editor highlighted in capital let-
ters what he took to be the take-home messages: the great expense of the volume could
only be justified by the images’ authenticity (the demand for original images rather than
reproductions); and this operagoer – an American woman, no less – never believed the
rumours stemming from the monkey house (even as those rumours had greatly increased
his public profile).41

Weston’s letter furnishes further hints as to how Caruso’s voice related to his carica-
tures. She presented herself as someone who had not heard Caruso sing until recently, but
even so felt obliged to judge his performance from the reactions of others, to ‘infer’ that
he was widely admired. In other words, his voice remained elusive even when she heard
it – in performance and perhaps on disc – and could benefit from the support of a more
tangible, more easily legible, supplement. His caricatures created a record of operatic per-
formance, providing a means through which readers could approach his voice by way of
his sketching hands.

Masks and doubles

The publicity brought about by the monkey house incident meant Caruso’s case echoed
through the cosmopolitan West. A sketch showing him confronted by the veiled woman
in court provided the front cover for Paris’s Monde illustré; in-depth news coverage reached
the notice of James Joyce, then living in Trieste, who later recycled the material for Leopold
Bloom’s trial in Ulysses (1922).42 In New York, Caruso was no longer just a famous opera
singer. He was, for example, the target of a scene in the 1907 Ziegfeld Follies in which he
was ‘tried on stage (by a jury of twelve beauties) for his then famous antics’, in a skit
that featured famous Broadway actor Anna Held (Florenz Ziegfeld’s wife) as ‘Mrs.
Innocence’.43 The skit’s song, ‘My Cousin Caruso’, was performed by Charles A. Bigelow, a
well-known comic actor; composed for the occasion by Gus Edwards and Edward Madden,
it gives voice, in heavily accented English, to a Neapolitan immigrant to New York who
alleges family ties with the Metropolitan Opera’s greatest star. Its melody liberally quotes
from the famous phrase from Pagliacci, ‘Ridi, pagliaccio, con il cuore infranto’ (‘Laugh,
clown, though your heart is broken’), set to new words (‘His voice so sad-a, Drive de ladies
all mad-a’) to enact the immigrant’s attempt to sing like his famous cousin.44

Such attention brought about a shift in the way Caruso was talked about, refreshing the
opposition between his operatic voice and immigrant body already established by the
monkey house fiasco and the subsequent trail – a split staged in the song through a dou-
ble exposure of the tenor and his dubious relative. Caruso was not only aware of such
doubling, but actively encouraged it. Musicologist Larry Hamberlin quotes extensively
from an account of Caruso performing at a benefit concert, where Gus Edwards sang
‘My Cousin Caruso’: ‘The audience howled at the catch lines, and Caruso screamed louder
than anyone else at Gus’s efforts to satirize him.’45 Such competitive laughter can be read

41 ‘You might even say that the minor and unfounded accusation has increased the halo of admiration that
already surrounded the name of the great tenor – admiration due to his unquestionable merits as a courageous
and eminent artist.’ (‘Si direbbe anzi che quella triviale quanto infondata accusa, abbia allargata intorno al nome
del grande tenore l’aureola di ammirazione che già lo circondava per i suoi meriti indiscutibili di artista valoroso
ed illustre.’) ‘Il tenore Caruso, caricaturista’, 1.

42 Bauerle, ‘Caruso’s Sin in the Fiendish Park’, 137–40.
43 Hamberlin, Tin Pan Opera, 48.
44 Published as sheet music in 1908, ‘My Cousin Caruso’ was also released as a gramophone record the follow-

ing year; Hamberlin, Tin Pan Opera, 48.
45 Hamberlin, Tin Pan Opera, 48, 56.
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in many ways, not least signalling discomfort mixed in with delight at the masquerade.
The evocation of Caruso’s cousin as a Neapolitan type recalls blackface minstrelsy, a the-
atrical and political institution very much alive in the United States at the beginning of
the twentieth century.46 Laughter was more or less compulsory in such contexts as a way
of communicating racist pleasure among audience members; as Eric Lott has described,
‘the scarifying vision of human regression implicit, for whites, in “blackness” was some-
what uneasily converted through laughter and humor into a beloved and reassuring
fetish’.47

Within this theatrical context, as both the object and the subject of laughter, Caruso’s
racial identity was darkened and whitened all at once: he became ‘whiter’ in his identity
as an opera star and ‘blacker’ through his biological relation, reinforcing the split between
body and voice.48 In another, more enduring act of auto-exoticisation, Caruso sculpted a
miniature bust of himself in the act of laughing that constitutes a multi-layered perform-
ance of race. In the shape of a laughing Buddha, perhaps intended to function as a dec-
orative bookend, the statuette invokes orientalism and chinoiserie (and kitsch); yet, with
eyes closed and mouth open wide, and cast in blackened bronze, this object may also cue
blackface minstrelsy (Figure 1). At the same time, Caruso-as-Buddha makes sidelong ref-
erence to the tenor’s signature aria from Pagliacci, in which ambiguous laughter featured
so prominently. No doubt this mini-bust was meant to be funny: it invites laughter from
its beholder, even as it catches Caruso’s own laughing mid-convulsion.49 Eight impressions
of the mould were struck in 1909 at the Roman Bronze Works, owned by Genoese chemical
engineer Riccardo Bertelli – the most important Italian foundry operating in early
twentieth-century New York. In terms of both the means and the content of representa-
tion, these statuettes record a celebrity marked by recent events in the city: he is a laugh-
ing man encased in a metal body.

A decade later, Caruso created a more public monument to his Neapolitan relation.
Apparently inspired by Edwards and Madden’s song, he featured in the silent film My
Cousin (1918) in which the cousin is redeemed as a real, long-lost cousin, and a veritable
dopplegänger. Produced by the prestigious Hollywood company Famous Lasky Players, the
script was supplied by Margaret Turnbull, a Scottish writer on the staff: it was an
all-Caruso extravaganza in which he appeared in both title roles – as the world-famous
singer, Cesare Caroli, and as Tommaso Longo, his cousin who (as an intertitle informs
us) ‘carves out a meagre living sculpting models for the Italian plastering foundries’ in
New York. As such, the film offers a belated response to an earlier strand of satire,
reshaped into a tale of the singer’s two bodies in which we see Caruso mime ‘Vesti la
giubba’ from Pagliacci (including the notorious hysterical laugh) on stage before a packed
audience as his as-yet undiscovered cousin looks down from the gods.

In the 1910s, many films revolved around human doubles, exploiting the medium to
incorporate elaborate trick shots.50 My Cousin turns on two such moments. The first

46 Michael Rogin, Blackface, White Noise: Jewish Immigrants in the Hollywood Melting Pot (Berkeley, CA, 1996), 45–72.
47 Eric Lott, Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class (Oxford, 2013), 147.
48 On ‘whitening’ of Italians in the United States, see David R. Roediger’s afterword in Jennifer Guglielmo and

Salvatore Salerno, eds., Are Italians White? How Race is Made in America (New York, 2003), 259–64; and Peter
G. Vellon, A Great Conspiracy Against Our Race: Italian Immigrant Newspapers and the Construction of Whiteness in
the Early Twentieth Century (New York, 2014), 1–14.

49 My interpretation of the vocality both enacted and elicited by Caruso’s statuette draws on forthcoming pub-
lication by Delia Casadei, presented as a talk in the University of California, Berkeley (28 September 2018),
‘Contagion, Erasure, and Laughter as the Reproduction of Sound in Two 1890s Laughing Songs’.

50 Turnbull had previously been involved in a film about a woman with multiple personality disorder (The Case
of Becky; 1915); see Sarah Delahousse, ‘Margaret Turnbull’, in Women Film Pioneers Project, ed. Jane Gaines, Radha
Vatsal and Monica Dall’Asta (New York, 2013), https://doi.org/10.7916/d8-5za0-x430 (accessed 13 February 2020).
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comes shortly after Cesare’s performance at the Met and takes place in an Italian restaur-
ant: Tommaso orders a round of drinks for everyone present and proposes a toast to the
famous tenor. Cesare watches the scene with satisfaction from a private booth and then
makes to leave: in an extend shot, he walks from the deep background towards the exit,
passing Tommaso on the way. As they approach each other, Tommaso enjoins the stranger
to raise a glass to Italy’s beloved tenor, an offer that Cesare declines. Once the singer has
left, the restaurant’s owner reveals to all that they have been in the presence of the great
Cesare Caroli, and Tommaso is crestfallen not to have recognised him. A second shot
showing two Carusos – this time perhaps through a double rather than a trick shot –
occurs near very the end of the film, enacting the long-delayed reunion between cousins.

My Cousin was a disaster at the US box office and did not circulate widely. Film historian
Giuliana Muscio argues that its failure was due to Caruso’s unwillingness to participate in
US stereotypes about violent Italians, along with the story’s prevailing focus on Tommaso
rather than Cesare, foregrounding the experience of Italian immigrants at the expense of
screen time for the famous singer.51 But there may be other reasons why Caruso’s
New York cosmology of migrant doubles failed to appeal. It is significant, for example,
that Tommaso makes casts for the Italian foundries, recalling both Caruso’s father’s

Figure 1. ‘Caricature self-portrait bust by Enrico Caruso’ (1909), sculpture in blackened bronze. Museum number

S. 104–2015. © Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

51 Giuliana Muscio, Napoli/New York/Hollywood: Film Between Italy and the United States (New York, 2019), 15–27.
See also Ilaria Serra, The Imagined Immigrant: Images of Italian Emigration to the United States Between 1890 and 1924
(Madison, WI, 2009), 96–131.
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trade and the singer’s own mould-making. The first scene reveals Tommaso at work in his
studio surrounded by classical figurines in plaster waiting to be cast in metal, the largest
of which is covered with a white sheet, later to be revealed as the cast of a life-size bust of
Cesare Caroli. During the course of the narrative, this bust becomes an important charac-
ter in its own right – a third Caruso. Not merely a reproduction, it becomes an agent of
recognition when it prompts Cesare to remember the chance meeting with his cousin at
the restaurant, in a memory visualised through elaborate crosscutting (Figure 2).

When the two cousins finally meet in the closing scene, Cesare is accompanied by the
cast of himself. As a street party unfolds in Little Italy, he enters Tommaso’s studio and (at
long last) acknowledges his relation and offers him a lucrative commission to recreate the
bust in marble. The pendulum swing between singer and cousin, original and copy, that
extends throughout the film thus ends in the latter’s favour, inviting empathy with the
plight of the penniless artist and perhaps, by extension, Italian immigrants in general.
This may be the principal reason why My Cousin was a flop, as Muscio suggests: that it
appeals to non-existent empathy from mainstream (white, middle-class) moviegoers of
the time. But it is also possible that in the late 1910s, at the height of Caruso’s fame
and prestige, the story of Caruso-as-immigrant could no longer command the resonance
it once did – that North Americans found it harder to suspend disbelief and draw pleasure
from the juxtaposition of two Carusos.

Despite its lack of circulation, My Cousin reflects deeply on the politics of Caruso’s
reproduction and its Manichaean shape. It calls attention to the collective expenditure
of attention involved in the replication of any famous personality, along with the more
particular racial dynamics of repulsion and attraction engaged through Caruso’s stardom
around the Atlantic seaboard. An unapproachable distance separates the estranged rela-
tives for most of the film, a distance that is ultimately overcome by way of a bust,
which makes the famous singer go in search of his audience member. My Cousin enacts
a magical reversal of celebrity dynamics by which an audience member comes to
‘know’ an opera star, staging the fantasy of a celebrity in pursuit of his fan. In this
way, the film pays muted homage to the larger patterns of economic migration on
which Caruso’s celebrity relied. And beyond this vast human circulation, it also stages
a tribute to the materials through which ‘he’ travelled. The film’s true hero is neither
the singer, nor the cousin, but the bust, which stands in for the labour expended in
the reproduction of personality through drawings, coins, statuettes – and discs.

Disc life

To sum up one strand of the argument so far: placed alongside other visual media and plas-
tic forms, Caruso’s early circulation on gramophone discs may appear differently. In the
recording studio, the singer offered small gold tokens bearing his profile, as if in an
exchange between craftsmen, a face for a voice. Alternatively, when placed next to his car-
icatures – similarly intended for wider circulation – Caruso’s discs might be understood as
pictures: sketches of performance that overcame the passage across the footlights, at once
acknowledging and inscribing the distance (noted in Weston’s letter) between performer
and audience member. For their part, busts and statuettes find analogies in both the indus-
trial processes by which discs were made and the human shapes they enfolded: the making
of Caruso moulds and casts in marble, metal and shellac mixtures; their desirable likenesses
to his body, mouth and voice. Told in this context, the story of Caruso’s discs is no longer
centrally about drawing listeners to a new medium, but rather about yet another mode of a
historical celebrity, yet another means for transmitting a virtual person.

Caruso’s most well-known disc can be productively reviewed and reheard in this vein.
‘Vesti la giubba’ was recorded (for the second time) in 1904, shortly after his arrival in
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the United States. More than any other record, this disc has been marked out for its power
to attract listeners to the gramophone: it was, or so we frequently read, the first ever to sell
a million copies (to ‘go platinum’). However, popular sources that repeat this claim – such as
the Guinness Book of World Records – avoid mentioning when the millionth copy was sold.52

Early accounts from the trade press, by contrast, present a looser affinity between Caruso
and early disc listeners – such as when, in 1907, a Philadelphia-based gramophone salesman
reported that his customers were requesting demonstrations from the tenor, although, he
pointed out, not any song or disc in particular.53 Recorded among the pages of Talking
Machine World, this local snapshot warns against reading ‘Vesti la giubba’ as an instantly
acclaimed hit. More likely, it accrued its devotees over time, as an eminently collectable

Figure 2. A still image from My Cousin (1918): this cross-fade shows Cesare Caroli (Caruso, seated) remembering

meeting his cousin Tommaso (Caruso, standing) in a restaurant, but failing to recognise him. Tommaso’s bust of

Caroli also appears in this shot. The film is in the public domain; see https://commons.wikimedia.org/ (accessed

27 February 2020).

52 There is no evidence that Caruso’s voice sold unusually well in 1904, at least in the United States; American
corporate registers account for no more than a few thousand copies of any of Caruso’s record, ‘Vesti la giubba’
included. See John Bolig, Caruso Records: A History and Discography (Littleton, CO, 2002), 15. Pirated copies are of
course hard to trace, but were probably widespread. In the most thorough survey of the British (or of any) record
market to date, Peter Martland has shown that by the end of 1906 Australian soprano Nellie Melba outsold
Caruso, selling 31,000 discs to his 11,000. However, in every year from 1907 to 1914, Caruso sold more records
in the UK than any other singer, and from 1910 onwards, he sold more records annually than all other opera
singers combined. By 1913, Caruso had sold around 330,000 discs in the UK, one of the largest markets alongside
the United States and Russia at that point. See Peter Martland, Recording History: The British Record Industry, 1888–
1931 (Plymouth, UK, 2013), 195.

53 ‘Trade Conditions in Philadelphia’, The Talking Machine World (15 March 1907), 17.
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operatic souvenir. That notwithstanding, it became – as the ‘My Cousin’ parody underscored
– an aria and a role deeply linked with Caruso: a song about a clown applying theatrical
make-up, which could construct the disc itself as a celebrity mask.

Such analogies between discs and other moulds may, at first blush, seem fanciful, but
they allow us to go beyond the imperatives of historical advertisements, which stridently
told listeners what to think and how to listen. This kind of commercial material now com-
prises a dominant source of evidence within sound studies, being thought to illustrate
graphically both a mode of consumption under (white, male) capitalism and a particular
way of listening. With ‘everyday’ accounts of listening widely scattered and harder to
retrieve, historical adverts seem to present us with the dominant cultural logics of the
marketplace. Yet, famous adverts that assert equivalence between man, voice and disc
– ‘Both are Caruso’, ‘Caruso’s Glorious Voice Kept for Posterity by the Phonograph’, and
so on – prove to be ambiguous kinds of utterance. On the one hand, their phatic assertions
point to their opposites (as Jonathan Sterne has noted, ‘Both are Caruso’ immediately
engages the reasonable suspicion that both are not, in fact, Caruso).54 On the other, the
very chattiness of adverts can distract from quieter material contiguities.

The plastic analogies recovered in this article, by contrast, point to a historical epis-
temology for Caruso’s recordings in which sounds were not only the content of discs
but also an elaborate frame (alongside adverts, record catalogues and disc labels) for
the personal properties contained within. Urged on by collectors with diverse motiva-
tions, the indexing of the performer’s body provided the basic impulse for disc-buying,
persisting beyond the still-evanescent if now-repeatable temporality of listening, and
the promised stimulation and/or delusion of the consumer’s ears. Clearly, these desires
cannot easily be separated: in discs, the urge towards capturing the celebrity’s body
and the possibilities of listening to a voice are inextricably entwined. Yet, Caruso’s case
might indicate a larger pattern within the development of the gramophone industry,
by which human capture provided the imaginative scaffolding for the aural orientations
that could subsequently be claimed.55

A chance remark – again taken from the pages of The Talking Machine World – demon-
strates such bodily captivation. Quoted in an interview in late 1906, an anonymous
‘recording expert’ said: ‘No voice rings out better or with more realistic effect than
Caruso’s, and one could almost believe it was the man himself who was singing and
not the record.’56 Coming from inside the gramophone industry, these words – the earliest
rumbling of the notion that the tenor’s voice was especially suited to recording technol-
ogy – can be read along with adverts for the special appeal of Caruso’s discs to the ears.
But the statement might also, and perhaps more straightforwardly, express admiration at
the outcome of industrial processes of sonic sculpture: it conveys pleasure at the second
self that ‘rings’ from record, even the disc that ‘sings’, with the greater emphasis falling
not on the sensory means but on the industrial product, along with the act of recognition
to which it gives rise.

The production of doubles had its political correlate in New York’s colonia, as we have
seen. Not only did settler-colonial racism split the world-famous celebrity from the lowly
immigrant, the voice from its body, but it also created a biological tropology in which
the split was given new shape, re-signified through two bodies linked by putative family

54 Jonathan Sterne, The Audible Past: Cultural Origins of Sound Reproduction (Durham, NC, 2003), 216.
55 Steven Best draws broader parallels between the capture of slaves and sound reproduction technology, both

premised on the legal seizure of human properties; see Steven M. Best, The Fugitive’s Properties: Law and the Poetics
of Possession (Chicago, 2004), 29–100.

56 ‘Best Voices for Records: A Laboratory Expert Discants on the Making of Good Records’, The Talking Machine
World (15 November 1906), 9.
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ties. Splitting and doubling prepared the way for the singer’s reproduction in sound: by
loosening his voice from his body in advance of its circulation on disc; by readying listeners
to receive the singer’s double in his absence. There was, according to this prescription, a
busy dialectic between Caruso’s presence (on stage and in ‘real life’) and the absence mate-
rialised by his plastic doubles. In an obvious sense, discs stood in for the opera singer as a
performer (as they once did when Conried first heard him in Paris), but they could also sub-
stitute for a fast-growing body of migrant southern Italians moving across the Americas.57

Traces of this dialectic linger in Compton Mackenzie’s words, quoted at the head of this
article. Gramophone readers are enjoined to ‘test the measure of Caruso’s vitality’: a life
force that ‘made [the gramophone] what it is’. Behind this claim lay the prejudices of
Old Europe against Italian excess, as well as more recent racisms inspired by a perceived
overabundance of European migrants crossing the Atlantic.58 Mackenzie invoked this pol-
itical geography as follows:

There has recently been a tendency to decry Caruso for his over-emphasis, his shout-
ing, his almost ventriloquial ambitions, his coarseness, and his theatricality. No
doubt, his singing possessed all these faults; but they were the faults of superfluous
energy, of superfluous emotion, of superfluous vitality. They were inherent in his
personality and therefore in his art. He should have pruned his style, the critics
tell us. No doubt he should; but it is easier to prune a gooseberry bush in a backyard
than a jungle in Guiana.

Caruso’s theatrical presence morphs into the thriving life of the tropics (distantly foresha-
dowing Werner Herzog’s Fitzcarraldo); the colonial passagework is sudden and
unashamed.59 Mackenzie summoned Caruso as a power of mediatic propagation as vital
and inevitable as the jungle’s growth – a transition between the opera singer and the
densely thicketed rainforest that could only make sense alongside a surplus of southern
Italian lives driven around the sea.

For your ears only

At the time of his death, this much-vaunted vitality in Caruso’s records was freshly
recalled. There was an explosion of life-writing – newspaper articles, obituaries, biograph-
ies – which made passing mention of his recording activities, usually in the context of
reports on his tremendous wealth.60 A trope emerged of Caruso’s ‘imperishable’ and
‘indestructible’ legacy in sound recordings, one summed up (and immediately capitalised
on) in an Victrola advert that played on Caruso’s deathlessness.61 Less predictable and
more variegated, however, was the picture that emerged from his earliest biography –

57 Gramophones and phonographs, the machines, could recall Italian organ grinders in the United States, and
subsequently formed the basis for emerging Italian identities; see Siel Agugliaro, ‘From Grinder to Nipper: Home
Phonographs and the Making of Italian American Musical Identity’ (forthcoming).

58 Donna R. Gabaccia, Foreign Relations: American Immigration in Global Perspective (Princeton, NJ, 2012), 112–75;
on geopolitical construction of Italian vocal excess, see Delia Casadei, ‘A Voice That Carries’, in Hearing the
Crimean War: Wartime Sound and the Unmaking of Sense (Oxford, 2019), 150–74.

59 Fitzcarraldo’s real-life counterpart Frederick Starr took Caruso records with him on anthropological expe-
ditions to Congo Free State; ‘Music of the Jungle’, The Talking Machine World (15 April 1907), 16; see also Erik
Mueggler, ‘Bodies Real and Virtual: Joseph Rock and Enrico Caruso in the Sino-Tibetan Borderlands’,
Comparative Studies in History and Society 53 (2011), 6–37.

60 The following summation of his earnings was typical ‘$2,500 a performance at the Metropolitan and his
royalties from phonograph records and his wages as a motion picture actor’; see ‘Career of Caruso a Long
Crescendo’, New York Times (3 August 1921), 6.

61 ‘Caruso Immortalized’ (1921) is reproduced in James N. Weber, The Talking Machine: The Advertising History of
the Berliner Gramophone and Victor Talking Machine (New York, 1997), 62. ‘Characteristic Photographs of Caruso:
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the result of a collaboration between Pierre Van Rensselaer Key and Bruno Zirato, Caruso’s
lifelong personal secretary, rushed into print shortly after his demise:

Through ‘the machine’ (as he termed the phonograph) he was available to the multi-
tudes who could by no other means feel the spell of his voice and art. It seems a
fitting medium to help keep our memory of him fresh: we have only to close our
eyes – listening to his reproduced singing – to have him almost with us.62

Caruso’s immortality offered the seed for a new kind of story about sound reproduction:
one to do with countless, far-flung listeners, all enchanted by his voice alone. But it is
worth noticing certain details. As Key invited his readers to close their eyes, he directed
them not only in an act of listening but also in the reactivation of their memories. It was a
graveside whisper to opera audiences rather than the untold multitudes: one that
enjoined contemporaries to use recorded sounds as means to rekindle theatrical experi-
ences of a well-loved singer.63

Another window onto the fast-changing meanings of Caruso’s discs comes from the
strange world of experimental phonetics. In 1924, a short vocal autopsy was published in
The Musical Times by Edmund Wheeler Scripture, a speech scientist.64 Scripture employed
an experimental set-up he had honed over more than two decades: it consisted of a
long, transducing arm connecting a needle – dragged through the groove of a slowly turn-
ing gramophone disc, rotating once every four hours or so – to a stylus pulled over scrolling
black smoked paper. The result was an early spectrogram, mapping the frequency of sounds
against their unfolding in time (Figure 3). By means of this contrivance, Scripture delivered
his professional opinion on Caruso’s vocal technique, as evidenced by the tenor’s 1907
recording of ‘Di quella pira’, a widely known aria from Verdi’s Il trovatore. His evaluation
rested entirely on a 5-second passage near the end of the disc, with the onset of the
aria’s closing line, ‘teco almeno corro a morir’ (‘I’ll hurry at least to die with you’).

These words were a topical choice in the wake of Caruso’s death. There is, of course, an
exhibition value to the sustained, notoriously inauthentic high C (on ‘teco’); and the words
provide a compact demonstration of all the Italian vowels (all except ‘i’ and ‘u’ appear
twice, allowing for ease of comparison on the page).65 What is more, there was a long
tradition of wondering at powerful, manly Italian vowels in vocal pedagogy – a tradition
to which Scripture contributes when he calls attention to the waveform’s constant mobil-
ity of pitch:

[Caruso] does not sing the exact notes indicated by the music as an organ or other
mechanical instrument would. His voice rises and falls and twists around the tones

Caruso’s Glorious Voice Kept for Posterity by Phonograph’, San Francisco Chronicle (3 August 1921), 7; ‘Caruso
Records Are Imperishable’, New York Times (3 August 1921), 3.

62 Key and Zirato, Enrico Caruso, 6.
63 Another use of Caruso’s records that became newly significant after his death was vocal pedagogy; see

Salvatore Fucito and Barnet J. Beyer, Caruso and the Art of Singing, Including Caruso’s Vocal Exercises and His
Practical Advice to Students and Teachers of Singing (New York, 1922), 209–10; and Marafioti, Caruso’s Method of
Voice Production: The Scientific Culture of the Voice (New York, 1922), 22.

64 Edmund Wheeler Scripture, ‘The Curves of Caruso’, The Musical Times 65/976 (1 June 1924), 517–19. For a
more complete analysis, see Jean-Pierre Mouchon, ‘Particolarità fisiche e fonetiche della voce incisa di
Caruso’, in Caruso, ed. Riccardo Vaccaro (Naples, 1995), 36–47.

65 Scripture had a penchant for morbid excerpts: one of his first experiments examined ‘The Sad Story of the
Death and Burial of Poor Cock Robin’; see Edmund Wheeler Scripture, ‘How the Voice Looks’, The Century
Illustrated Monthly Magazine 64 (May–Oct 1902), 148–54; and Edmund Wheeler Scripture, Researches in
Experimental Phonetics: The Study of Speech Curves (Washington, DC, 1903), 48–59.
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instead of sticking to them. The result is that the song has nothing mechanical about
it, but is full of life and emotion.66

However, Scripture’s report also reveals the author’s penchant for the macabre, a pref-
erence that dates back to his earliest experiments in transducing gramophone discs,
when he focused on poetic declamations of ‘The Sad Story of the Death and Burial of
Poor Cock Robin’. His aim had been to study the voice of the poet beyond the text:
an almost animal, bodily presence that could be approached through discs in their phys-
ical, physiological and psychological dimensions. As described by Sterne, Scripture’s
writings are filled with pages ‘soaking in the metaphysics of presence’ – conviction in
the identity between voice and being.67 The result, in Scripture’s autopsy of Caruso,
is an analysis of the once-living voice staged through a text about rushing into the
arms of death.

Odd though it is, Scripture’s postmortem illustrates with unusual clarity the altered
relationship between the tenor and his listeners, implying a new attention to aural tricks
of ‘life and emotion’ the singer played on the ears following his demise. Scripture’s
approach is in this sense (if no other) emblematic of the retrospective impulses more
broadly at work in the making of a musical medium: the imaginative and narrative

Figure 3. An early spectrogram showing Caruso’s voice, reproduced from Edmund Wheeler Scripture, ‘The

Curves of Caruso’, The Musical Times 65/976 (1924), 518.

66 Scripture, ‘The Curves of Caruso’, 519. There was a tradition of championing Italian vowels, going back to
Manuel García’s laryngoscope; see James Q. Davies, Romantic Anatomies of Performance (Berkeley, CA, 2014), 19.

67 Sterne, The Audible Past, 48.
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structures that go hand in hand with listening techniques. We have seen how, in
Mackenzie’s short obituary, Caruso ‘made the gramophone what it is’ by interpellating
the medium’s listeners into being for the first time; in a more scientific register,
Scripture likewise reimagined Caruso’s discs in purely sonic terms, as if hearing the
tenor’s voice had always been their focus of attention, both the medium and the message.

Caruso continues to appear in contemporary scholarship when historians of listening
move to emphasise the novel attractions and techniques entailed by gramophones –
although nowadays he is more often taken to be symptomatic, rather than generative,
of broader shifts.68 In Sterne’s celebrated history ‘audile technique’, for example,
Caruso represents a larger moment in which North Americans began to use their ears
in new ways.69 Deriving from anthropologist Marcel Mauss’s ‘les techniques du corps’, a
1930s coinage which has lately seen a resurgence, techniques of the body were ways of
defining and dividing groups of people – by sex, age, ethnicity, and even premodern ver-
sus modern – according to the particular way they use their body and/or tools.70 For
Mauss, techniques of the body were culturally acquired, often the result of a ‘prestigious
imitation’, and embedded within a ‘physio-psycho-sociological’ cluster of actions
‘assembled by and for social authority’.71 On this view, Caruso, and by extension, opera,
could have provided an important source of social authority for early gramophone
listening – a novel object of attention for ears alone – offering sound scholars one ticket
to an aurally inflected musical modernity.72

Sterne’s much larger goal, beyond his brief use of Caruso’s example, was famously to
challenge ocularcentric accounts of modernity – to show how aurality has been just as
important as vision in the histories of the West – a vital aim that has been amply
borne out by sound studies.73 Yet, the rise of ‘audile technique’ leads into a historical
aporia because, in practice, the sensory division of labour such specialisation implies is
hard to sustain. Reading on in Scripture’s autopsy can illustrate this basic difficulty;
Caruso’s voice, as an aural object, was difficult to keep in focus. The speech scientist
pauses to wonder over line 8 of his diagram, which, ‘according to the text … must be a
vowel curve, yet such a curve is an impossibility. It looked like a vowel curve produced
by a violent wobbling of the tracing apparatus.’ Scripture goes on with easy
authority to dismiss the idea that such an error could ever have been produced by his
faultless experimental set-up. No, the ‘violent wobbling’ must emanate from the singer
himself:

On listening carefully to the gramophone disc, I could hear that there was a differ-
ence in Caruso’s voice at this point. He seemed to be crying. There was a tear in his

68 Caruso routinely appears in contemporary histories of listening, if often briefly, to signal enthusiasm
among early listeners for the gramophone. See, for example, Alex Sayf Cummings, Democracy of Sound: Music
Piracy and the Remaking of American Copyright in the Twentieth Century (Oxford, 2013), 25–6 (‘The public did not
want to hear just any human voice, though. They would pay good money to hear world-famous tenor Enrico
Caruso sing an aria, and with the rise of jazz, Victor might soon offer more than $4 for a particular cornet
player’s ‘blasts’); and Timothy D. Taylor, Music and Capitalism: A History of the Present (Chicago, 2016), 36–7,
which singles out Caruso as a singer celebrity whose voice became widely desired through gramophone adver-
tising campaigns.

69 Sterne, The Audible Past, 137–78.
70 Marcel Mauss, Sociology and Psychology: Essays, trans. Ben Brewster (London, 1979), 70–87.
71 Mauss, Sociology and Psychology, 85.
72 Listening was not the only, or even the primary, object of opera; see Lydia Goehr, ‘The Domestic Diva:

Toward an Operatic History of the Telephone’, in Technology and the Diva: Sopranos, Opera and Media from
Romanticism to the Digital Age, ed. Karen Henson (Cambridge, 2016), 104–23. On the technicity of the opera
star, see Jonathan Sterne, ‘Afterword: Opera, Media, Technicity’, 159–64.

73 Sterne, The Audible Past, 2, 340.
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voice, and this curve is the picture of a tear. How he did it, or how anyone can put a
tear in the voice, is beyond imagination – but here is the registration of such a tear.74

Scientific listening morphs into a séance: the disc becomes a vehicle by which a once-living
body, even its internal vocal behaviour, might be recovered and examined. One day in the
future, aided by still-greater powers of calculation, more mysteries might be revealed: ‘Still
another secret of Caruso’s voice – perhaps the most important one of all – lies in these
curves. The melodious ring of his voice can be heard from the gramophone discs.’75

Scripture was the first, though by no means the last, to summon Caruso from the
grave.76 He inaugurated a long tradition of autopsies and resurrections, both in voice sci-
ence and in the music industry at large.77 In presupposing a three-dimensional body
impressed in, and forever-after able to be reanimated from, his discs, Scripture foresha-
dowed digital reconversion in the 1970s and beyond: the computational practices by
which the voices of old singers are stripped of their noisy patina for the purposes of eter-
nal exploitation in the marketplace.78 Scripture thus marks an important development in
Caruso’s (now posthumous) career, in which he played the role not so much of a disem-
bodied voice, but of something more like a ‘vocalic body’: one now significantly torn from
the larger body of migrant southern Italians his voice once seemed to invoke.79

But what Scripture most weirdly shows are the occult paths by which an aural orien-
tation may be reached, and once reached, awkwardly maintained. This may be what the
Caruso myth of listeners drawn to attend to the gramophone ultimately suggests: that
ears are not easily directed to a man, or a technology, or even a particular technique
of the body, at least not for long; they require the constant assistance of advertisers, exe-
getes, historians, speech pathologists, and more. Caruso’s discs – like all discs – have never
been a straightforward object of audition, never only directed to listening ears. They were
and are a site for listening’s entanglements: both the technical and always also the
imaginative means by which it is assembled ever anew.
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74 Scripture, ‘The Curves of Caruso’, 519.
75 Scripture does not say whether he isolated the voice from its orchestral accompaniment, nor does he

address noises created through recording and playback; ‘The Curves of Caruso’, 517–19.
76 Here is a recent example from media theory: ‘once Enrico Caruso’s voice is articulated by replay from

beyond the grave, it miraculously emanates against the entropy of its technical embodiment in the shellac
record’. Wolfgang Ernst, Sonic Time Machines: Explicit Sound, Sirenic Voices and Implicit Sonicity (Amsterdam,
2016), 86.
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